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ABSTRACT 

Sports should be fun. But I do not get the fun vibes when I see my neighbors play 

tennis. Because their fun is interrupted when they run out of balls and have to pause 

the game to collect the balls. During lawn tennis practice lot of balls are used. Once 

players run out of balls in stock, they have to collect the balls they used. This makes 

practice boring and exhausting. This machine is designed to overcome this problem. 

This machine collects balls and provides a little relief to the players practicing hard. 

The machine is a machine vision based two wheel differential drive robot. It uses mobile 

phone camera for machine vision. For this purpose, a customized mobile app is created 

named "ABC Mac". What make this project unique is the fact that no microcontroller 

is used. Instead, electronically designed circuits are used to control the robot. The robot 

is made out of wood and has a mechanism to drive the balls in. Once the app detects 

the ball, the robot rotates to align the ball to center and then move forward and sucks 

the ball in. All the processing is done inside the app itself as there is no microcontroller 

in use. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this era, the whole world concentrates on modernization, automation, industrialization and 

development. Some industries are currently trying to replace humans with robots to improve 

efficiency, accuracy and time. Robots in industries can be separated into arm robot (arm 

manipulators) and a mobile robot. Arm robots usually used to handle products while mobile 

robots are used to carry, move, collect, etc. the products. Now, there are the even humanoid 

type of mobile robot developed that can do various type of task [1]. Arm robots’ movements 

are limited to their joint, kinematics and dynamics while mobile robots are limited to its 

geometry and Degree of Freedom (DOF). This research focuses on the design and development 

of path planning techniques for a tennis ball retriever robot, which is to help tennis players 

collect the balls during their training. During a tennis solo training, players usually train using 
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an automatic ball launcher machine. After the training section finished, they are required to 

collect all the balls which are scattered all around the court themselves in order tore fill the 

launcher machine. This is a physically challenging procedure, which is generally loathed by 

keen tennis players and may cause un welcome fatigue. This procedure, not just energy 

consumption, but also takes an extended period of time. 

2. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

This machine is designed to overcome this problem. This machine collects balls and provide a 

little relief to the players practicing hard. The machine is a machine vision based two wheel 

differential drive robot. It uses mobile phone camera for machine vision. For this purpose, a 

customized mobile app is created named "ABCMac". What make this project unique is the fact 

that no microcontroller is used. Instead, electronically designed circuits are used to control the 

robot. The robot is made out of wood and has a mechanism to drive the balls in. Once the app 

detects the ball, the robot rotates to align the ball to center and then move forward and sucks 

the ball in. All the processing is done inside the app itself as there is no microcontroller in use. 

MOTORS 

The robot uses three motors, two for wheel and one to drive ball into the basket. The wheel 

motors, are 10Kg-cm, 500rpm each. These two motors are what drive the robot. Third motor 

is a high speed. 

CONTROL CIRCUITS 

Robot control circuits consists of two customized PCB. Each of these PCB is printed at home. 

First PCB is of the Bluetooth data extractor circuit. This circuit is used to generate a clock 

pulse, synchronize the clock pulse with Bluetooth and extract the eight bit data from Bluetooth. 

It consists of the following: 

ASSEMBLY 

This project uses mechanical discipline to design the -project’s physical structure and uses 

electronic discipline to design control circuits for the project and uses software discipline to 

design mobile app for this project. 

Its working starts at mobile app. On switching ON the robot, the app connects to the robot. 

Then the app detects the green color balls. Based on ball position the app issues either of the 

two commands, rotate or forward. If the ball is not aligned to the center of robot then the app 

issues rotate command. The robot rotates until ball is centered. Then the app issues forward 

command. Robot moves forward and ball enters the robot’s channel. The ball then clash with 

the ball driving motor. This motor is rotating at high speed. On clash, it transfers it’s momentum 

to the ball and pushes the ball with high speed. The ball then climbs the ramp and enters the 

ball collection basket. Design control circuits for the project and uses software discipline to 

design mobile app for this project. 

The robot can collect balls autonomously. It can now be used in tennis fields to collect 

tennis balls. The introduction of this robot will reduce extra labor of players. Players can now 

focus on game. Players can take break and refresh themselves while the robot will collect balls 

for them. All they require to do is connect their phone to the robot and open app. The plan is 

to improve this robot to make tennis more fun and less hard. For this I want to integrate ball 

throwing mechanism in the robot. This way the robot can also help practice players 
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3. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, it is shown that a prototype tennis ball retriever robot was developed and tested. 

Although the performance of the robot was quite satisfactory, however it needs to be improved 

further. In future studies, enhancements on the navigation and the size of the storage 

compartment could be carried out. The knowledge and experience gained from the 

development of various sub-systems of the robot is useful for educating the undergraduate 

students. 
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